DataView.
Intuitive, reliable and efficient.

Control unit for Bühler die casting cells.
DataView for Bühler die casting cells.
Control the entire cell with five fingers.

DataView opens up completely new possibilities for interaction between man and machine. Information is exchanged in real time, in an extremely user-friendly manner. The new DataView control unit makes handling the cell easier, faster and more intuitive.

- Fast, intuitive machine control with up to 25% less programming time
- Precise monitoring of the casting process thanks to clear graphic display
- Optimum ease of use thanks to combination of multi-touch screen and manual control elements
- Sophisticated design for easy operation of the die casting cell
- Maximum flexibility due to freely positionable, rotatable and height-adjustable control unit
- Chip card logon for fast access to the system
- High reliability when subject to continuous strain in a rough foundry environment

Convenient operation with multi-touch screen
Control switches for quick access and fast machine operation
Access also from smartphones and tablets and your computer